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publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1892 Excerpt: .made upon
each plate--a practice which seems open to serious objection,
though it of course lessened the cost of the survey. Mrs. Fleming
superintended the measurement of the plates and the
preparation of the catalogue, being assisted throughout by a
staff of ladies. The volume contains five tables, of which the first
is the actual Draper Catalogue. This contains tho reference
number of each star, its number in the Durchmusterung and in
the Harvard Photometry, its place for 1900, and the number of
photographs obtained of it. Then follow the type of the spectrum
and its photographic magnitude, and a table of the differences
between this last value and the Bonn, Argentine, and Harvard
magnitudes respectively. The types of spectra upon which the
classification is based are not precisely those of Secchi, or of any
other previous grouping, since certain grades of difference were
readily recognised...
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A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything
using this written e ebook. Its been designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished
reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Ca thr ine La r kin Sr .-- Ca thr ine La r kin Sr .

Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet
again once again down the road. I am just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Ma r k B er nier-- Ma r k B er nier
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